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Monthly Status Report
Robert Stobie Prime Focus Imaging Spectrograph

September 2006

K. Nordsieck

This RSS monthly report summarizes the RSS status as of September 30, 2006.

Optics and Testing

Nordsieck and Burgh traveled to SALT on September 16 - 30 to perform optical tests related to
UV throughput and the �ring ghost�.

�  Ultraviolet throughput testing. 
- 11 separate throughput tests were made of various optical subsystems within RSS using 375

and 630 nm lasers and photodiodes, together with mirrors placed in the filter slide, the
slitmask slide, the waveplate blank, and just above the collimator main group.  In
addition, the collimator doublet and waveplate thick blank were removed from the
instrument and measured for both transmission and reflectivity on the bench.   

- Substantial UV throughput losses (50 - 70% of expected throughput at 375 nm) were found
in three subsystems, the camera, collimator, and collimator main group.   Smaller visible
wavelength throughput losses (75 - 80% of expected) were found in the camera and
collimator main group.  The measurements appear to be internally consistent to within 5 -
10% of the signal.  Multiplying the throughput of all measured subsystems together to
obtain a system throughput yields 14% and 53% of expected throughput for 375 and 630
nm, compared to the measured on-sky results of 15-27% and 61% of expected,
respectively, so it is likely that all significant efficiency issues have been accounted for in
these measurements.  The collimator field lens doublet, waveplates, waveplate blanks,
and fold mirror throughputs were within errors of the expected throughput. Since there is
no coating type in common among the three subsystems with throughput problems, it
seems likely that at least two coating-related problems are involved.  The involvement of
the collimator main group, which is inaccessible with the instrument installed, means that
the instrument must be removed from the telescope to disassemble and repair its
elements.

- Separate transmission and reflectivity measurements of the collimator doublet on the bench
suggest that at least one of the problems involves the multilayer coatings.  The doublet is
a lens fluid-coupled pair consisting of fused silica and calcium fluoride with multilayer
coatings on the two air-glass surfaces.   The reflectivity of both the silica and CaF2
surfaces and the total throughput are consistent with the coating specification at 630 nm,
but at 375 nm the reflectivities are 5 and 7%, respectively (specification < 1%), and the
total throughput is 50%.  So not only are both coatings out of specification for UV
reflectivity, but there must be additional absorptive losses to account for the UV
throughput being less than one minus the sum of the reflectivities.
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�  Ghost/ Flatfield testing.
- The out-of-band leakage of three of the RSS interference filters, 4895, 5060, and 5235, was

measured by taking 300 line grating spectra of a QTH lamp through the filters, with and
without a high-pass filter which blocks the in-band wavelengths inserted in the SALT
calibration system filter wheel.  No out of band light is seen at roughly the 10-4 level out
to 1:, where the red light guide of the calibration system cuts off.  This likely eliminates
the possibility that the ring ghost is due to out-of-band filter leakage, which would have a
very strong ghost due to the high efficiency of the filter for reflection.

- The RSS detector was removed and the dewar window was inspected and measured for
reflectivity.  The front surface of the window is the leading suspect for the origin of the
�ring ghost�.  It was found that at 630 nm the reflectivity of the rear surface is 1%
(consistent with specification) and the front surface is 8%, clearly out of spec.  The
eyeball-judged color of the reflected light is also different for the two surfaces - blue for
the rear surface, and yellowish-green for the front surface.  Using the observed ghost
intensities in the different RSS interference filters from 380 - 870 nm, together with a
model of the filter reflection efficiency after a reflection off the dewar window, we can
construct a predicted reflectivity for the dewar window as a function of wavelength.  It is
consistent within errors with the 630 nm measurement, and its shape, which drops from a
peak of 20% at 540 nm to much lower values below 480 and above 650 nm, is consistent
with the yellowish-green tint of the reflection.  Thus we are now almost certain that the
ghost has been identified and that it can be remedied by repairing the dewar window
coating.  Like the collimator doublet, this element also has a multilayer AR coating.

�  Fabry-Perot mode testing.  On 20060922, first light RSS on-sky Fabry Perot observations were
obtained, of two spiral galaxies, NGC 1535 and NGC 1365, at H" through the LR etalon. 
These consisted of roughly 20-step etalon scans through the line.  The etalon was operated
through the low-level LabView vi�s, since these have yet to be integrated with the main RSS
GUI.  An initial reduction of the data cubes shows a velocity map for NGC 1365 which
compares well with data obtained on other telescopes, and the throughput is within a factor
of two of what would be expected based on currently known telescope and spectrograph
optics efficiencies.

Mechanical

�  Grating Mechanism.  A �preload plate� is being developed to reduce the grating flexure which
contributes to a large spectrum motion perpendicular to the dispersion, especially for large
articulation angles.  A necessary modification to the grating fork was made during the RSS
test period, and the preload plate fitted.  It was found that the preload is not long enough to
reach the plate, and a replacement preload ball is being purchased and an extender is being
fabricated.

�  Beamsplitter Mechanism.  The beamsplitter inserter mechanism has been redesigned to
accommodate rotating the beamsplitter 90° while mounted on the telescope. The new
beamsplitter mechanism has been fitted to the spectrograph and clearance with the grating
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magazine mechanism verified.  However, a modeling error resulted in a misplacement of the
pneumatic actuator by 50 mm.  A new bracket has been fabricated, but before installation,
the articulation cable wrap must be modified to accommodate it.

�  Slit Mask Mechanism.  The slitmask mechanism is being redesigned to eliminate the jamming
which plagued its early operations.  Fabrication is underway, together with a bench-testing
setup.

�  Articulation Mechanism.  A �fall arrester� has been devised which guarantees a fail-safe
method of preventing catastrophic damage or injury in case the camera articulation
mechanism fails during an articulation.  It was found that one of the fall arrester brackets,
after removal of material to clear an interference, no longer had sufficient margin against
failure.  The bracket has been fabricated at UW and is out for anodizing.

�  Baffling.  In mid-September the sliding baffle which covers the collimated area during
articulation of the camera came loose from its track and was damaged sufficiently that the
spectrograph can no longer be articulated beyond about 80°.  Replacement baffling material
will need to be obtained and a possible design modification made to prevent future
recurrences.

Control

�  Waveplate control.  We believe the cause of the waveplate rotation homing problem has now
been identified.  During the RSS test period, we successfully corrected several cabling
difficulties and were able to use the waveplate encoder vendor�s diagnostic software to verify
that the encoders are healthy and well aligned.  During testing, we found that a time delay
which had earlier been found necessary between turning the encoder on and running the
waveplate motor was not being applied by the LabView software in some circumstances.  A
manual forcing of this delay resulted in reliable homing.  A LabView wiring error on one of
the control vi�s has been found and a fix suggested.  This awaits testing.

�  SALT IRAF package.  
- UW continues work on developing a procedure for making RSS bad pixel masks.  We find

that implementing bad pixel correction at the initial cleaning part of the processing was
only partially accomplished by the GMOS package on which the SALT package is
modeled.  We believe the package can currently correct for bad pixels after mosaicing.

- UW is working with SALT (Roy Emmerich/ Martin Still) to plan the UW polarimetry
subpackage, to be written in PyRAF with minimal impact on the main spectroscopy part
of the package.  A kick-off telecon on this subject was held 8 Sept.  UW now has an SVN
account, and has downloaded and installed the latest development copy of the package. 
We have successfully run it in IRAF mode, but are still working on the PyRAF
implementation.
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Management

� The RSS team (SALT, UW, and RU) continues to have weekly telecons, with special topic
telecons in between as necessary.

�  The Quarter 1, 2006 Quarterly Report was finished, and the SALT RSS CTC estimates were
updated for the Board papers for the October Board meeting.

�  Together with Phil Charles, Herman Kriel, David Buckley, and Steve Potter, we are preparing
a detailed RSS repair plan to address the UV throughput and ghost problems.  It is based on a
lift-down date of 15 Nov, 2006, and a stand-down of roughly 6 months (including 1 month
contingency).  During this stand-down, the optics subassemblies implicated in the throughout
measurements would be removed, shipped to the Pilot Group (Alan Schier) in California for
disassembly, measurements, repair of faulty coatings, re-assembly, and alignment.  The
dewar window would also be repaired by Spectrum Thin Films, and additional tasks most
easily accomplished while the instrument is accessible would be carried out.

Activities for next month

�  Mechanical
- Finish installation of grating rotator preload.
- Finish installation of beamsplitter inserter.
- Prepare polaroid slitmask inserts in preparation for polarimetry commissioning in

November.
- Procure parts and fabricate slitmask mechanism modification.
- Implement articulation fall arrester.

�  Control
- Finish PCON Software Requirements Document.
- Verify proposed fix of waveplate rotation encoder homing and repeatability issues.
- Implement the polarimetry software procedure in preparation for polarimetry

commissioning.
- Begin design of IRAF Polarimetry module.

�  Management
- Continue development of RSS repair and commissioning schedule.
- Finish Quarter 2, 2006 Quarterly Report.


